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Ubuntu…it is a universal truth; a universal way of life.

Nelson Mandela, former President, South Africa

Ubuntu... it is a universal truth; a universal way of life.

Wangari Maathai, Nobel Peace Prize Laureate, Kenya

We are called to assist the Earth to heal her wounds and in the process heal our own – indeed, to embrace the whole creation in all its diversity, beauty and wonder. This will happen if we see the need to revive our sense of belonging to a larger family of life, with which we have shared our evolutionary process. In the course of history, there comes a time when humanity is called to shift to a new level of consciousness, to reach a higher moral ground. A time when we have to shed our fear and give hope to each other.

That time is now.

Wangari Maathai, Nobel Peace Prize Laureate, Kenya
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*’We are all bound together as human beings. If we remain indifferent to the suffering of others, we are only depriving ourselves of our own humanity. We need to act together as humanity for humanity.’*

Dr Kofi Annan, former Secretary General, United Nations.

---

*’Ubuntu principles ... They are a reflection of humanity untainted. If Africa is credited for it, it is because humane living is still manifest on this continent. But I am afraid that the Ubuntu spirit is fast losing its ground in Africa – for this reason this project is interesting and timely.’*

Dr Walters Samah, United Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti; Living Values Education, Cameroon
INTRODUCTION
Recognising the rich heritage of spiritual wisdom that exists at the core of every culture, this creative workshop seeks to draw on and revitalise the personal and social values that live in the heart and soul of every individual – the universal values that are the foundation for living together in harmony.

Using Ubuntu as an example of a coherent way of life and a values-based social system, workshop participants are encouraged to:

- explore and experience the personal and social values that support a wholesome way of being;
- understand and apply the principles that are essential for living together in harmony;
- create a vision and action plan to integrate these values and principles in daily life.

The workshop is not intended to be an academic study of the philosophy of Ubuntu. It is rather a shared journey of exploration of the spiritual wisdom and values that have long existed in traditional societies and that are relevant to today’s world – using the concept of Ubuntu as a framework.

Teachers, facilitators, counsellors and trainers working in the fields of education, human resource development and community cohesion, are encouraged to adapt the activities in this guide according to their culture, situations and contexts.

We can draw inspiration from the African concept of Ubuntu, that ancient term which embraces humanness, caring, sharing and being in harmony with all of the world.

... Archbishop Desmond Tutu explained how the concept represents the opposite of being selfish and self-centred. Ubuntu empowers everyone to be valued, to reach their full potential while remaining in accord with everything and everyone around them. This spirit is reflected in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights when it speaks of “the inherent dignity and the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family.”

Mrs Mary Robinson, former President of Ireland, and United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights

“I really appreciated discovering the deep meaning of Ubuntu during the workshop.

I found that this is a programme that stimulates simplicity; in this sense it is very valuable. We need simplicity. The whole world needs simplicity.

I’m very curious about this project because I strongly believe in its possibility to bring together the beliefs of different cultures, with all their positive values.”

Ines Caloisi, consultant in European projects and human rights, Italy
What was it that touched my heart so deeply during the time I spent in Kenya and in Swaziland in the 80s?

Several years ago, having moved back to Europe, I was preparing to take part in an international conference in South Africa on the theme of combating racism. Some colleagues and I were discussing how we could make a positive contribution to the debate. One of them was from Soweto, near Johannesburg, and knew, from first-hand experience of having lived under the apartheid regime, the misery and the horrors that racism can bring. “We could organise a workshop on the theme: Ubuntu – a force for living together,” he suggested, and went on to define Ubuntu.

He explained that Ubuntu is an ancient code of ethics, referring to the ‘humaneness’ of the human spirit. It’s about goodwill, generosity, dignity, reconciliation, a feeling of responsibility for each other’s well-being, and solving problems together. It’s a way of life that has held families and communities together for centuries. Ubuntu is not limited to Africa, he added – it is part of our common humanity.

The workshop was a huge success. The speakers spoke from their hearts about a way of life that is fast disappearing and that needs to be reawakened. At the end of the event, a colourful Native American gentleman got up from the audience and proudly told us about the values of his ancestors. He spoke of the same – Ubuntu – values.

Ubuntu is a profound yet natural way of being – it is about the essence of our humanity – of what it really means to be a ‘human being’.

Words, however, can only touch the surface of something that is so deep. Ubuntu is not just a philosophy. Its meaning and significance can only really be understood by actually experiencing Ubuntu and sharing that experience with others. We then discover that it’s something that we all have in us – a ‘universal bond of sharing that connects all humanity’ – and we find that Ubuntu exists at the heart of every culture and tradition.

This workshop has been developed to do just that. I hope that anyone who participates will experience, as I have been fortunate enough to experience, the joy and beauty of Ubuntu, and will join hands with me and many others to re-ignite the spirit of humanity!

Helen Sayers

“Ubuntu is ingrained at a deep level within each individual – it is universal. To show the universality of this concept, many of us have looked for alternative words (such as goodness, wholeness, ‘beingness’ etc.) but have found that, although these words are close, they don’t capture the concept in its totality. This workshop will bring out the emotional and spiritual intelligence underlying Ubuntu, and create a space for participants to experience their own Ubuntu, both during the workshop and afterwards in their daily life.”

Ms Lefuma Mokhethi, Human Relations Specialist, South Africa
Today we hear of Ubuntu education funds, Ubuntu forums, Ubuntu villages, Ubuntu tents at development conferences, an Ubuntu university, an Ubuntu open-source operating system, and there is even an Ubuntu Day (September 1st).

So what exactly is Ubuntu?

Ubuntu is an ancient way of living which embodies the generosity, warmth, inclusiveness and solidarity that is still typical of many African communities today. Though the word Ubuntu has its origin in the local languages of Southern Africa, the values it encompasses are found across the entire continent and are at the origin of every culture and religious and spiritual tradition in the world. Words in different languages that express one or another aspect of Ubuntu include ‘Harambee’ (Swahili, East Africa – Let’s pull together!), ‘Terranga’ (Wolof, West Africa – Hospitality), ‘Tawasul’ (Arabic – Connectedness), ‘Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam’ (Sanskrit – Belonging to one human family), and perhaps a European equivalent might be ‘One for all and all for one’.

The Ubuntu theology guided Archbishop Desmond Tutu when he chaired the Truth and Reconciliation Commission – established in South Africa after the abolition of apartheid – helping to heal the wounds inflicted by this regime by implementing the values of compassion, forgiveness, personal accountability and dignity.

One key concept of Ubuntu derives from the Zulu/Xhosa (South African) saying: ‘umuntu, ngumuntu, ngabantu’ which means ‘a person is a person through other persons’ – otherwise expressed as: ‘I am because we are’ or ‘I exist because you exist’. It acknowledges the value of each individual or group, the acceptance and appreciation of our differences while recognising our common spirituality, our responsibility for the well-being of others, and a sense of belonging to one human family and being deeply connected with nature and with the universe. It promotes respect for all, especially elders, youth and women, and co-operation and trust between individuals, and among communities and nations. Above all, Ubuntu embodies the power of reconciliation, the potential for building bridges, creating unity between people and across cultures.

The Reverend Desmond Tutu, former Archbishop of Cape Town and Nobel Peace Prize Laureate, describes Ubuntu in the following way:

“Africans have this thing called UBUNTU. It is part of the gift that Africa will give the world. It speaks to the very essence of being human. When we want to give high praise to someone we say, ‘Yu, u nobuntu’: be or she has Ubuntu. This means that they are generous, hospitable, friendly, caring and compassionate. They share what they have and are able to go the extra mile for the sake of others.

I am human because I belong, I participate, I share. A person with Ubuntu is open and available to others, affirming of others, does not feel threatened that others are able and good; for be or she has a proper self-assurance that comes with knowing that be or she belongs in a greater whole.

We believe that a person is a person through other persons, that my humanity is caught up, bound up, inextricably, with yours. The solitary human being is a contradiction in terms and therefore when I dehumanise you, I inescapably dehumanise myself.”
GUIDELINES FOR FACILITATORS

The workshop outlined in the following pages aims to develop an overall understanding and experience of the concept of Ubuntu and to recognise its parallels in every culture. Ideally, the facilitator will have already attended an Ubuntu workshop as a participant, or will have taken a training course for facilitators (please contact info@oasisoman.com).

Structure of the workshop:
- a two to four-day workshop consisting of up to nine modules
- modules build on each other to develop an understanding and experience of Ubuntu
- workshops can be tailor-made and modules adapted according to context and objectives
- modules can be used separately, or in a variety of combinations as a mini workshop.

The workshop is interactive. Methods and techniques include:
- reflection, visualisation, discussion, artistic expression, music and dance, and creative meditation
- activities and exercises – these are not prescriptive and should be selected according to the age and composition of the group, and integrated into the module at different points according to the dynamics of the session
- ice-breakers/energisers – these can be used at intervals during a workshop to maintain concentration and enthusiasm, and to highlight an aspect of Ubuntu. Please be creative!

Organisation of the workshop:
- informal arrangement of room and groups, e.g. in a circle or ‘horseshoe’, according to preference
- discussions are allowed to develop spontaneously within a flexible agenda, according to the interests and dynamics of the group
- sharing of experiences, ideas, and stories (traditional means of transmitting values from one generation to the next) – in pairs, small groups or the whole group
- the composition of the small groups can be changed regularly so that participants meet and communicate with ‘new friends’.
- Feedback is recommended at the end of each activity to help participants to process their experience and learn from others, and to enable the facilitator to determine if the objectives have been achieved. Examples of open questions: “How did you feel?” “What did you learn?” “Which values did we explore during this exercise/activity?”

Developing the understanding of the concept of Ubuntu:
- interpretations are given in each module, based on real life experiences of Ubuntu
- recommended publications and other resources are listed (see Resources and references).
- quotations have been selected from a wide variety of sources, to give a broad-based view of Ubuntu
- the facilitator may include his or her relevant personal experiences and draw on the experience of the group to develop and share concepts.

Use of music:
- quiet music creates a relaxed atmosphere during reflective exercises
- lively, rhythmic music/song may accompany creative exercises or dancing
- several songs have been recommended that convey the meaning/feeling of Ubuntu (see Annex 3).

Participants could be provided with a workbook or journal, containing the workshop agenda, a few selected key points of information, and plenty of ‘white space’ for personal notes, reflections, observations, drawings etc. A standard workbook, which can be adapted according to requirements, is available from www.oasisoman.com.
Throughout the workshop there will be times for silent reflection and visualisation, to enable participants to experience their innate values, to understand the full meaning of Ubuntu, and to appreciate the richness that it brings to daily living.

The use of reflection also ensures that our responses come from the ‘heart’ and not just from the ‘head’.

During reflection exercises, the facilitator:

- creates an atmosphere conducive to relaxation and quiet contemplation
- plays background music, or encourages silence if preferred
- invites participants to take a few deep breaths, and relax
- introduces the reflection by asking participants to put aside all the worries of the day, problems in the world etc., and focus on peaceful thoughts
- may wish to ask the group to imagine being in a special quiet place – their own ‘Mokgorong’ (described on this page)
- may give a commentary

Suggested commentaries are provided to accompany reflection and visualisation, which can be modified according to the context (the facilitator may wish to create his or her own commentaries). It is recommended to include a pause of several seconds – longer if appropriate – between phrases in the commentaries ( ... indicates a pause), and to allow time for participants to note down their thoughts and observations. The facilitator encourages participants to express and share their ideas, feelings and experiences, in pairs, groups of four or five, or in the larger group.

Mokgorong

In Ubuntu the way to self-empowerment is through silence.

Silence was a great part of the African communities in the past. There used to be places where people could go and be by themselves – with themselves. The space was highly respected, and believed to be deeply transformative, hence those in ‘Mokgorong’ would not be disturbed under any circumstances. These days, such places are only reserved for chiefs and kings. A king when angry would go and spend some time there, and when he came out he was expected to have calmed down – this was often the result.

Although there were no churches, mosques or temples, there was—and still is—an understanding that there is sacredness behind being by yourself and with yourself. At times you could all be together but still be by yourself—in Mokgorong.

Mokgorong is thus not just a physical place, it is also an internal space in which to see yourself and transform. This is the space where I think the transformation of Nelson Mandela arose from. It was as a result of how he used enforced aloneness/isolation in jail; and thus, out of many others, he became the embodiment of forgiveness. He went into Mokgorong and came out cleansed/purified.

Ms Lefuma Mokhethi,
South Africa
WORKSHOP MODULES
In this module we are invited to experience the warmth, unity and hospitality of Ubuntu and begin a journey of exploration into the ancient wisdom and values of traditional societies, so that we can re-ignite the spirit of humanity in today’s world.

• Participants are encouraged to meet and greet each other ‘Ubuntu style’
• The aims and objectives of the workshop are briefly explained
• The concept of Ubuntu is introduced
• Activities may be selected to help create a friendly atmosphere, to get to know one another, and to acknowledge each other’s qualities and values.

Greetings / getting to know each other
In many cultures the exchange of greetings is an important aspect of social bonding. Greetings may be long and complex (sometimes almost ritualistic, and often accompanied by gestures), expressing interest and concern about health, family, business etc. This indicates the importance given to sustaining good relationships, especially between strangers, and ensures that both sides feel at ease with one another before entering a discussion.

‘Sawubona’ is a greeting used by many in South Africa, meaning literally ‘I see you’. It is a sincere, warm, respectful acknowledgement and appreciation of the other person.

Similarly, ‘Namaste’ is used in parts of India and means ‘I bow to the divinity in you’, while ‘Asalaam alikum’ is Arabic for ‘Peace be upon you’.

The greetings below are from Zimbabwe and are spoken in the Shona language:

Morning greetings: "Mangwani. Marara sei?" (Good morning. Did you sleep well?)
Reply: "Ndarara, kana mararawo." (I slept well, if you slept well.)
Mid-day greetings: "Maswera sei?" (How has your day been?)
Reply: "Ndaswera, kana maswerawo." (My day has been good if your day has been good.)

This exchange indicates that we are so connected with each other that if you did not sleep well, or if you were not having a good day, how could I sleep well or have a good day? 

Ms Barbara Nussbaum, author and coach, South Africa

If there are several nationalities within the audience, their different greetings could be identified, and participants could be invited to greet each other in various languages.

Introduction to Ubuntu, discussion
The concept of Ubuntu is introduced, referring to information given on earlier pages. The facilitator adds his or her knowledge and experience and encourages discussion.

‘A greeting is not reserved only for people you know, but for every person you meet. I live in a township and use taxis to get around. When people enter, they greet everyone inside, saying, “Molweni.” (Xhosa for “Hello everyone!”) Africans may feel insulted if someone does not greet them.

When Africans greet a person they are meeting for the first time, they often say, “I am so and so, from such and such a place.” By introducing themselves by their family or clan name, and where they come from, they might find that they are connected to each other in some way. Ubuntu is about interconnectedness.

Ms Fatima Dike, playwright and producer, South Africa
Creative activities

The following activities enable participants to get to know each other in an informal way, through acknowledging the values and qualities of the other person. Please select and integrate the activity/activities into the module according to the composition, age and dynamics of the group.

‘Visiting cards’

This activity helps participants to recognise their own qualities and to observe and appreciate qualities in others. It generates an atmosphere of warmth, friendship and belonging.

Participants are given a piece of card, the size of a visiting card. They write their first name boldly in the middle, leaving space for words to be added.

They are invited to move around the room to music (this can be lively or gentle), in any direction, mixing at random and acknowledging each other through the eyes, from the heart, and with a smile. When the music stops, each one greets the person in front of them, while exchanging their ‘visiting cards’.

The facilitator requests participants to “Notice one or two qualities in the other person, while you were talking, and write them down on their visiting card.” Each one then reclaims his or her own card, and moves around the room again till the music stops.

They again meet and greet the person facing them and exchange their cards. This continues for five or six different encounters. When the music is finally turned off, everyone stops and looks at the list of qualities that their friends have given them.

The facilitator can then ask 3 or 4 participants to introduce themselves by reading out their qualities to the whole group, saying “My name is … and I am…(kind, cheerful, friendly, sincere etc.).”

Participants are finally asked for their feedback on the activity.

Individuals often comment that they are pleasantly surprised by the values that others have seen in them, and that it builds their confidence to relate their values to the group. All agree that this type of visiting card is much more interesting and says a lot more about a person than a card with a list of phone numbers, e-mails, addresses etc!

Variation

The activity is carried out in silence, participants observing each other’s qualities from their face, eyes, smile etc.

Note: A similar activity is described in Module 9 (‘Farewell and expression of appreciation’).

Materials: Per person – blank card (size of business card), coloured felt-tip pen (optional).

Time: 15 – 20 minutes
Visible and invisible friends

This activity encourages the values of caring, friendship and taking responsibility for another person’s well-being.

Participants are asked to write their name on a small piece of paper and fold it up to hide the name. The facilitator collects the papers in a container, shuffles them, then asks everyone, in turn, to pull out a name. The person whose name is on the piece of paper that you pull out is your ‘visible friend’ (don’t let them know!). Meanwhile someone else (you don’t know who!) has pulled out your name – so he or she is your ‘invisible friend’, and you are his or her ‘visible friend’! From now till the end of the workshop each person must take care of their visible friend in different ways (be imaginative!) but their friend should not be able to know that it is YOU who is looking after them!

At the end of the workshop (see Module 9), all invisible friends are revealed! Participants sit in a circle and the facilitator asks one person at random (A) to come into the middle of the circle and tell the group something positive that he or she has observed in his visible friend (B) – (meanwhile all are guessing who it can be!). A then goes to person B and shakes hands or gives a hug. B then comes into the middle of the circle, talks about a few qualities he or she has seen in his visible friend (C) and then reveals C’s identity!

This continues till all friends have been revealed, with much joy and laughter!

Materials: Small pieces of paper, container.

Time: Beginning of workshop: 10 minutes. End: 30 minutes

Random acts of kindness

This activity develops the quality of unconditional love, and the joy of giving.

The facilitator could suggest: “During this workshop (or – “When you go home tonight”), do something kind for someone else. It can be just a small thing – but the other person should not find out that it was you!”

The following day, participants share their experiences.
In this module the facilitator guides participants through a series of reflections and activities to help us to explore our innate personal values, recognise values in others, and discover how our values help to build harmonious relationships with others.

‘Guidelines for Facilitators’ gives ideas on conducting reflections.

**a) Recognising Ubuntu values in me!**

Mfuniseni John Bhengu describes Ubuntu in one word: VIRTUE (see References and resources). When we are aware of the Ubuntu in each of us, we recognise our divinity and dignity and the potential for being a truly virtuous, noble person.

**Reflection**

The facilitator creates a quiet reflective atmosphere and gives a short commentary on the themes given below (please adapt/change these to suit the group). After each commentary, participants are given time to write down their reflections in a few words.

1. **A special moment:**
   “Reflect on a special moment in your life – when you discovered something very good in yourself ... not an external achievement such as passing an exam, but a quality that you feel proud of ... What were the circumstances? ... How did you feel?...
   Please write down the qualities or values that you felt.”

2. **How others see me:**
   “Remember a time when someone said something very good about you – about your strengths and values ... What did they say?... How did they describe you? ...
   Write down these values. (Please don’t be shy!)”

3. **My favourite music:**
   “Think of some music or a song that you love ... Imagine that you can hear it in your mind ... Why is this music so special to you?... What are the feelings it brings to you?... What are the values that it reminds you of? ...
   Write down these values.”

4. **My core values:**
   “Consider the values you have noted in the previous reflections ... these are some of your key personal values that guide your thoughts, attitudes and actions ...
   Design a symbol representing you at your very best.”

After allowing adequate time, the facilitator invites participants to share their feelings and the values they have observed, with the person next to them. Whole group feedback could follow.

‘As long as you recognise that what binds humanity together is stronger than what divides us, you can help. By reaching out to people from different backgrounds you can become a global citizen. In this way, person to person, community to community, country to country, we can build a better world.

Ban Ki Moon, Secretary General, United Nations
Creative activities
The following activities may be used to help participants to explore, experience and express their personal values. Please select and integrate into the module according to the dynamics of the group.

⭐ Ubuntu Tree: sharing our values with the world
This activity creates unity and develops co-operation, creativity and sharing.

A large bare tree is either painted on a canvas / flipchart / the wall (to create a mural) or constructed out of wire (participants may like to suggest other ideas).

Colourful leaves have been previously cut out of thick paper.

Participants are asked to reflect on a value that they would like to give the world – remember, we can only give what we already have! The following commentary may be used:

My gift to the world:
“Look for the special qualities that make you unique … These qualities live in a quiet place in our heart … Imagine being in that quiet place … Notice that, by being in touch with your inner beauty, you are also sharing a gift with the world …

Choose one value that you would like to give to the world.”

Each person writes his or her value boldly on a leaf, which is then glued / pinned to the tree. Soon, the bare tree becomes alive, bright and vibrant as more and more values are added.

Materials: Flip chart paper / canvas / wall etc. Coloured card, marker pens.

Time: Flexible, according to the design and materials.

⭐ Ubuntu Values: ‘Brain-storming’
(This activity may be used in any module.)
The group meditates for 10 – 15 minutes to background music, reflecting on values explored in the module. Through the course of the meditation, participants may wish to get up and write a word or symbol on a flipchart or whiteboard, spontaneously, as and when moved to do so.

Rich discussion and a deeper exploration of certain selected ‘Ubuntu values’ could follow this exercise.
Tree of my Life: reflection and ‘mobile exhibition’

This activity encourages creative thinking, positivity, self-confidence and self-empowerment. It enables us to appreciate our personal values, to see the interconnectedness of the various aspects of our personal life, and to recognise the important role that our values play in determining the quality of our relationships and our achievements in life.

Please note that a similar activity is found in Module 6 to explore the values of a family or group.

Using the tree as a symbol that represents uniqueness, dignity and beauty, along with interdependence (with the elements and with other life forms) and unconditional giving (of oxygen, shelter, food, shade, perfume etc.), participants are guided through a ‘journey of discovery’ of their personal and social values.

To quiet music, the facilitator asks the participants to think about how a tree might represent their life. They are asked to draw an outline of a tree on a piece of paper (size: at least A5), to include a few roots, a trunk and 4 or 5 branches, and to consider the functions of each of these parts (e.g. roots = anchor, trunk = support, branches = growth, balance).

A commentary could be as follows:

“Think of the roots of a tree – they go deep and create the foundation for the tree to grow – they are its anchor … Which value is the foundation of your life? … providing an anchor for your growth and development … (it could be hope, for example).

Please write that value among the roots of your tree …

Now think about the trunk – it supports the whole tree … Which of your values supports you and gives you strength in your life? …
Please write that value along the trunk … (some may choose determination, others – courage or love, etc. …).

The branches spread in different directions. They represent the important areas of your life … please reflect on what these might be … for example, your family and friends, your work, health, religion, interests, hobbies, projects etc. …
Write each important area along a branch …

Imagine the leaves on your tree … think of all the things leaves do and give … (produce oxygen, give food, shelter, shade …). Think about a quality or value of yours … something that you ‘give’ to others … draw an outline of the leaves of the tree, and add that value …

Flowers make the tree unique and attractive … what is your special value? … Draw a flower … add this value, that makes you unique.
Add a few **fruits** … these are your achievements and successes … Which of your values enable you to do well in what you do? … Write this next to a fruit …

Think about how a tree is nourished … with **sunshine** and **rain** … What is the sunshine of your life (!) … Draw the sun, with this value next to it …

What value does the rain represent for you? … Please add this …”

The facilitator adapts the level of complexity of the symbols according to the group. For older age groups the facilitator could continue as follows:

“There are some hungry **insects** near your tree, ready to eat the leaves, flowers and fruits … think about what this might mean to you … what are the ‘insects’ in your life … the things that prevent you from growing and flourishing to your full potential? … (it could be something external, but it could also be a negative attitude or habit … ). Add this insect, and the value you associate with it, next to your tree … (be honest!).

Luckily, there is some **insecticide** available! … What can you do, or what value can you use to destroy that insect? …” (someone might choose ‘enthusiasm’ to eliminate ‘laziness’, another may decide to ‘take out some extra time for myself’ in order to reduce ‘stress’, and so on …)

After the trees have been completed, participants are asked to look at their ‘tree of life’ and to reflect on how their life and personality is determined by their values.

**Mobile exhibition**

The facilitator then arranges a ‘mobile exhibition’: participants sit in a circle, each one passes their ‘tree’ to the person on their right, all pause for a few seconds to appreciate, then pass the trees on again, and again, till everyone has viewed everyone else’s tree. The exhibition works well in silence to soft music.

Please adapt this activity, according to the needs of the group (very young children may need to be given a simple outline tree at the start). Please be creative!

**Time:** 20 – 30 minutes depending on the size of the group.
b) Appreciating values in others

The facilitator may wish to mention well known personalities, past and present, who demonstrate the spirit of Ubuntu and its underlying values. The following people, for example, will always be remembered for their compassion and for their conviction in their endeavours to remove barriers of colour, caste and religion:

**Nelson Mandela**, former President of South Africa, despite serving 27 years in prison for his role as a freedom fighter against apartheid, never lost his dignity and courage, nor did he forget his culture of respect, forgiveness and reconciliation.

**Mother Teresa**, an Albanian Catholic nun, dedicated her life to help the poor, sick, orphaned and dying in India. Awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for her humanitarian work, she is admired for her commitment, mercy and unconditional love.

**Abraham Lincoln**, former President of the USA, led his country through the American Civil War, bringing together opposing leaders in co-operation and unity. Famous for his honesty, integrity and perseverance, he helped to abolish slavery and restore freedom and dignity.

**Mahatma Gandhi** led a nationwide campaign in India to reduce poverty and build religious and ethnic harmony. He used non-violence and peaceful resistance as his ‘weapons’ to achieve unity and reconciliation. He is remembered for his courage, simplicity and determination.

**Her Majesty Queen Noor** of Jordan, whose name means ‘light’ in Arabic, tirelessly supports humanitarian causes such as poverty, conflict prevention and recovery, disarmament, refugees, and Arab-Western relations. Queen Noor and Nelson Mandela, as President and Honorary President of the United World Colleges, unite to foster peace and international understanding.

**Wangari Maathai**, from Kenya, founded the Green Belt Movement, which focused on the planting of trees, environmental conservation and women’s rights. In 2004 she became the first African woman, and the first environmentalist, to receive the Nobel Peace Prize.

**Reflection: People who inspire us**

The following reflection will help participants to appreciate the values that guided these and other role models, and to experience some of those same values in themselves.

**Commentary:**

“Bring to mind a person who has influenced your life because of his or her qualities … someone you admire deeply … It could be a famous person – living or past – or it could even be an ordinary person in your life … Imagine that this person is in front of you … Reflect on their special qualities or values that inspire you … Write down two or three of those values.”

Participants discuss their reflections in pairs, then feedback to the group.
Creative activities

The following activities help us to recognise and appreciate values in others, and to use our own values to develop harmonious relationships.

🌟Value cards, posters, skits

This activity encourages creativity, resourcefulness and appreciation, and deepens our understanding of different values.

Following the reflection on the previous page, the participants are asked to choose one value that they admire most in others, and to reflect on that value for a minute, then look for that quality in themselves.

The facilitator then asks each person to create a card based on their experience and understanding of that value (it could include a definition, a blessing, a logo or symbol).

As each person completes their card, they quietly get up and give the card to someone they don’t know very well.

Alternatively a small group could design a poster or collage to illustrate a chosen value.

Other variations: write some prose / a story / a song, or compose a skit / sketch / mime to illustrate that value. Please feel free to be creative!

Materials: card, coloured pens, miscellaneous materials

Time: from 10 minutes to 30 minutes

You look for the good in everyone and honour their unique role in life.

FORGIVING is.....
... feeling and showing understanding and compassion in my relationships - especially with people who are not so nice to me.
**Puppets**

This activity helps to develop trust, understanding, intuition, confidence, care, concentration, humour and non-verbal communication.

Working in pairs, participants imagine that one is a puppet and the other is the puppeteer. The puppeteer gently moves the hands, arms, head and feet of the puppet, by pulling on imaginary strings attached to those parts. The puppet responds to the guiding movements of the puppeteer, while the puppeteer is sensitive to the response of the puppet and does not force any movement. After a few minutes they change roles.

Once trust and understanding are established between the two, they can be more ‘adventurous’ in their movements!

When working with very young children or with traumatised or timid youngsters, this can be an effective way to communicate and to encourage the child to exchange his or her feelings, while giving support and empathy. It is also an intuitive way to recognise and acknowledge the other person’s qualities and values.

Participants give their feedback after the activity.

**Time:** 10 minutes

---

**Research project**

A group of eminent global leaders, known as ‘The Elders’, recently joined hands in solidarity to ‘promote the shared interests of humanity’. Their idea was a simple one. In an increasingly interdependent world – a global village – could a small, dedicated group of independent elders help to resolve global problems and ease human suffering? For inspiration, they looked to traditional societies, where elders often help to share wisdom and resolve disputes within communities (see Resources and references).

They are:

Kofi Annan, Ela Bhatt, Lakhdar Brahimi, Gro Brundtland, Fernando H Cardoso, Jimmy Carter, Graça Machel, Mary Robinson, Desmond Tutu, Muhammad Yunus.

Honorary Elders: Aung San Suu Kyi and Nelson Mandela

Participants may be asked to share the knowledge they already have about these eminent leaders with the whole group. Interesting discussion may follow (it may be wise to recommend that discussions focus on values and achievements for the good of humanity while avoiding political debate!).

Where participants are students, the facilitator could ask them to carry out a personal research project on the work and values illustrated by these or other role models of their choice.

**Her Majesty Queen Rania** of Jordan, for example, is committed to reconciling people of different faiths and cultures by encouraging cross-cultural dialogue, particularly among young people. A UNICEF Ambassador, she promotes compassion, mutual respect and tolerance among nations, and works tirelessly to help the underprivileged. Queen Rania makes good use of the Internet to exchange ideas with her global network.

---

I firmly believe that we can create a poverty-free world if we collectively believe in it. ... A human being is born into this world fully equipped not only to take care of him or herself, but also to contribute to enlarging the well-being of the world as a whole. Grameen has given me an unshakeable faith in the creativity of human beings. This has led me to believe that human beings are not born to suffer the misery of hunger and poverty.

Muhammad Yunus, Founder, Grameen Bank, Nobel Peace Laureate 2006
**MODULE 3**

**Ubuntu and the community**

Using examples, mostly from Africa, to illustrate Ubuntu values in action in the community, this module aims to:

- develop the concept of community and its different aspects
- deepen our feeling of belonging to a community
- understand how the community can help the individual
- recognise our personal contribution and responsibility to the community.

Ubuntu is derived from the Zulu/Xhosa word, ‘Umuntu’ – a human being. It embraces the values of hospitality, generosity and respect for others. To have Ubuntu means to recognise the value of each individual, to acknowledge the divinity in me and you – our shared divinity – that which is sacred in every human being. It is the realisation, conscious or subconscious, that we are spiritual beings and we belong to one family.

When we recognise the sacredness of our own existence and the intrinsic good in each of us, then we will have a positive influence on our families, friends, colleagues, and on the communities in which we live. Ubuntu is rooted in recognising the value of my own existence to others and to my community.

**a) The value of my existence to others and the value of the community to me**

In South Africa there is a tradition called ‘ukusisa’. A family in a rural village would ‘lend’ a cow and a bull to a newly married couple recently arriving in a village, and wait until a calf was produced and reared for a while before taking back the original cow and bull. The offspring would stay with the newcomers, leaving them with their own ‘seed capital’ and their dignity. This mutually beneficial transaction is based on kindness, but also with the idea of reciprocity, sharing wealth in the interests of building the community as a whole.

**Reflection: Unconditional giving**

**Commentary:**

“Recall an experience of having done something special for someone – without seeking any return … What was the outcome? … How did you feel? … How do you think the other person felt? … Now recall a time when you received unconditional generosity … How did you feel? …

*Please write down your thoughts.*

Participants share their experiences in small groups.

‘Ubuntu … for us it means the world is too small, our wisdom too limited, our time here too short to waste any more of it in winning fleeting victories at other people’s expense.

We have to now find a way to triumph together.’

Bill Clinton, former President, United States of America

‘Respect is very important in South Africa because it creates appropriate boundaries between the old and the young. When it comes to working together, there is respect for the task master, the task, the people who are involved in the task, and for yourself. Self respect overrides egos, that might otherwise undermine the task and goes hand-in-hand with co-operation.’

Ms Fatima Dike, South Africa
Creative activities

The following activities aim to help the participants to identify and appreciate the values that already exist in their communities, and to find ways to add their own contribution.

🌟 Reflection and artistic expression: the values of my community / country / culture

**Commentary:**

“Reflect on the proverbs, stories or songs about your culture / country / community … Think about some of the great people of your nation, past and present …

Make a list of values that you cherish and that make you proud to belong to your country.”

The facilitator requests participants to call out the values they have identified, and writes them on a flipchart so that the group can appreciate the wide range of values related to their community or country.

Then, in small groups, they are given just 10 minutes to design a new flag, compose a national song or create a poster that illustrates the values of their country.

Each group then presents their result to the whole group.

---

**Proverbs and words of wisdom from around the world**

*Takipar bich che melojinge ma: It is easy to defeat those who do not kindle the fire (a community is strong that gathers together - round the fire - to discuss and resolve conflicts).  Tugen, Kenya*

*Mikono mingi kazi haba: Your co-operation inspires others to work collaboratively.  Swahili, East Africa*

*Nalukolekejaga sonda walola lwala: I pointed to the stars and all you saw was my finger.  Sukuma, Tanzania*

*Generosity is not giving me that which I need more than you do, but it is giving me that which you need more than I do.  Kahlil Gibran, Lebanon*

*The first day you meet, you are friends. The next day you meet, you are brothers.  Afghanistan*

*Don’t judge any man until you have walked two moons in his moccasins.  India*

*Having two ears and one tongue, we should listen twice as much as we speak.  Turkey*

*Do not protect yourself with a fence, but rather by your friends.  Czech Republic*

*Three helping one another will do as much as six men singly.  Spain*

*Better be kind at home than burn incense in a far place.  China*

*Am I not destroying my enemies when I make friends of them?  Abraham Lincoln, USA*

*Our technology has exceeded our humanity.  Albert Einstein, Germany*

---

🌟 Reflection: What makes up a good community?  

**Commentary:**

“Imagine your village / neighbourhood / social group … What are the values that keep it together? … Which values would you like to contribute so as to bring some improvements to your community? … Please write these down.”

Participants share their ideas and inspirations in small groups.
b) Community life: developing cohesion and responsibility

There is a saying: ‘It takes a community to raise a child’. In the past (and in some instances in the present) everyone – not only aunts, uncles and other relatives – felt responsible for the upbringing of each child and had the right to encourage or correct others’ children. The roles of mother and father were not directed only towards their own children. A hungry child was always given a meal and, if an orphan arrived at the door, it was one’s duty to take that child into the family as one’s own. There were no homes for the elderly, or orphanages, nor was there the phenomenon of street children. The idea of ‘owning’ land or property did not exist; it was God-given, for the use of the whole community.

“In the past, the whole community would celebrate and mourn together. You didn’t wait to be invited to a wedding – you just turned up. Likewise if there had been a death in the village, everyone would come to mourn together in sympathy with the relatives of the deceased, making sure that they were not left alone until they felt comforted.

... Letsema has always been part of our society. If I need my field to be ploughed, everyone in my village will come and help – I just provide food and drink and make sure everyone is happy. And then a few days later, someone else needs their field to be ploughed, and so he calls for a ‘letsema’ and we all go there to help. In this way all the work of the village gets done.”

Mr Pitso Montwedi, South Africa

“A community-based garden project to develop cohesion: In London, antisocial behaviour had become a problem in a certain suburb. To solve the problem, the community developed a garden in a concreted area where gangs of bored and potentially violent youngsters hung out. The municipality provided massive bags of soil and plant tubs, and the community came together to decide on what to grow and who would take responsibility for which action – including some of the gang members! The community spirit grew stronger and the gangs stopped hanging out in the area that had now become a garden. Neighbours started talking to each other, and understanding and friendship began to happen. It was Ubuntu in action, although they didn’t know it!”

Mrs Shelagh Moore, UK

Reflection and discussion

The facilitator invites participants to reflect on and discuss the above examples and to relate their own experiences of community life. It would be interesting to share ideas on the advantages / disadvantages of Internet communities, e.g. ‘Facebook’ and ‘chat rooms’.

“With regard to our roles as mothers, spouses, sisters and leaders, we shouldn’t be indifferent to any suffering. None should be unfamiliar to us. We should all feel affected and lend our relentless support to the fight against AIDS and suffering. Dear sisters, it is the motherly challenge that we have to take up.”

Madame Chantal Biya, First Lady of Cameroon, Founding President, African Synergy

African Synergy is a non-governmental organisation comprising 15 First Ladies from Africa and including former First Ladies of Africa and other continents. Their aim is to contribute to peace and the alleviation of the suffering of victims of conflicts and crises in Africa, by using their positions to improve maternal health, reduce the AIDS epidemic and promote the education of girls.

This is Ubuntu in at work in ‘the extended family’ ... in this case, the continent of Africa!
Creative activity

‘Team Building’

This activity encourages teamwork, resourcefulness, unity, appreciation, responsibility and many other ‘Ubuntu values’. It favours co-operation instead of competition.

In groups of four or five, participants are given 20 minutes to construct a building out of just 10 pieces of A4 paper and half a metre (—no more!—) of scotch tape / Sellotape, without any tools or other materials! The facilitator tells the participants that their buildings will be judged on a number of factors, e.g. height, stability, design, beauty, teamwork etc.

When the time is up, the buildings are all placed on an ‘exhibition table’ and a ‘judge’ is requested to announce the results. The judge has previously been asked to find something special in each construction – so that every reasonable attempt is given an ‘award’ – e.g. for being the highest, most stable, best designed, most original, most creative, most beautiful, best teamwork etc. A small ‘prize’, such as a sweet, is also given to each member of every group, along with a ‘certificate’ (e.g. a value card). In this way, the judge acknowledges and values each group and every person’s unique contribution, demonstrating that competition is not always necessary nor desirable in some cases.

Each person is encouraged to do their personal best while working together to bring good results from their group. In this way everyone is a winner!

Variations:
- Groups could be requested to create their buildings in silence!
- Groups are asked to build a ‘house designed to keep cool in the desert’.
- In schools / colleges the activity can be adapted for use in a technical session in a subject dealing with construction, materials, stability etc...

Please be creative!

Materials: Exhibition table
Per group of 4/5 people: 10 sheets of A4 paper (can be old/used), one metre strip of Sellotape
Per person: ‘certificate’ (e.g. value card) and ‘prize’ (e.g. a sweet)

Time: Approximately 40 minutes,

Activity adapted from ‘Making things together - White Towers’ activity in 'Visions of a Better World' (see References and resources).
In this module, the facilitator encourages participants to explore and experience a sense of being in harmony with oneself and with others; of being connected to the natural world and with the entire human family; and the feeling of belonging to an even greater whole.

In my view Ubuntu is spirituality in action. It enables us to see our level of ‘beingness’. Our interaction with people – and in ancient times, with nature – reflects back to us our true nature. It is the mirror for our soul, just as we have a mirror for our external selves. To this extent, the biggest form of compliment in South Africa / Lesotho is, ‘pelo ya bao e tsheuwe’, translated as: ‘you have a white heart’. This is regarded as the biggest form of goodness / beingness, describing purity and cleanliness of heart in interaction with others and with nature. The result is when people can see a being-to-being interaction.

Ms Lefuma Mokhethi, South Africa

Reflections

a) Feeling connected with nature:

“Imagine that you are in a beautiful place, somewhere where you love to be ... where you feel comfortable to be alone … for example, you may be sitting under a tree or beside a lake … standing on top of a mountain, or watching a sunrise or sunset … Describe the scene to yourself … Allow yourself to feel connected with the environment, a sense of being an integral part of your surroundings … How do you feel? ...”

b) Feeling connected with others:

“Recall a time or a moment in your life when you felt a deep sense of belonging: within your family, with your friends, the community or the whole of humanity … You feel at one with yourself and yet totally connected with others … you belong to everyone and everyone belongs to you … Where were you? … What were the circumstances? … What were your thoughts and feelings? … Which special quality or value were you in touch with, that added to this sense of harmony and interdependence?...”

After reflections a) and b), participants discuss their experiences and ideas in pairs or in small groups. They may also create a symbol / logo / drawing to express their feelings.

Ubuntu speaks particularly about the fact that you can’t exist as a human being in isolation. It speaks about our interconnectedness. You can’t be human all by yourself, and when you have this quality – Ubuntu – you are known for your generosity. We think of ourselves far too frequently as just individuals, separated from one another, whereas you are connected and what you do affects the whole world. When you do well, it spreads out; it is for the whole of humanity.

The Reverend Desmond Tutu, South Africa

We are at the beginning of a new age of discovery, an era that sees us connecting openly and rediscovering ourselves and our neighbours.

Her Majesty Queen Rania of Jordan

Ubuntu speaks particularly about the fact that you can’t exist as a human being in isolation. It speaks about our interconnectedness. You can’t be human all by yourself, and when you have this quality – Ubuntu – you are known for your generosity. We think of ourselves far too frequently as just individuals, separated from one another, whereas you are connected and what you do affects the whole world. When you do well, it spreads out; it is for the whole of humanity.

The Reverend Desmond Tutu, South Africa
**Creative activities**

These activities help us to experience our interconnectedness with each other and with nature.

⭐ **Ubuntu dancing**

This activity creates togetherness, harmony, happiness and a sense of well-being.

Participants are invited to dance to music with an easy rhythm (e.g. ‘One Love’ by Bob Marley) or someone may suggest a traditional or popular song that everyone can sing together. Each one dances in their own way but as they move around and meet each other in turn, they synchronise / ‘tune in’ to the other person’s movements, bringing harmony and joy.

Alternatively, everyone dances in a line, hands on the shoulders of the person in front (‘conga’ dance). Each one’s movements are unique yet contribute to the overall rhythm of the group.

⭐ **Silent walk: connecting with nature**

This activity encourages personal reflection, and a balance of independence together with inter-dependence. It also develops the values of self-confidence, dignity and appreciation.

Depending on the composition and dynamics of the group, the participants are invited to go for a silent walk either alone or with a friend who agrees to stay in silence ... in the garden, a nearby park or, if it’s not possible to go outdoors, to spend some time on a balcony or at a window. The facilitator encourages them to connect in their own way with the natural world (and to disconnect from distractions such as mobile phone, reading materials, Ipod etc.), and to reflect on their connection with the world and with ‘something greater’ or ‘a greater whole’. If it is dark, a starry sky presents a perfect backdrop for this exercise!

This activity could be fitted into any part of the workshop, when a reflective break from information and activity seems needed.

⭐ **Values balloons**

This activity is energising and creates a sense of interconnectedness.

Participants sit in a circle. The facilitator gives everyone a balloon and a marker pen and asks them to reflect for a minute or two (to music) on a value or quality they would like to give to others. Participants blow up their balloon and write that value clearly on the surface. Then, to music, they stand up, toss their balloons into the air and everyone tries to keep all the balloons moving, without letting them fall onto the floor (“we should never drop our values!”).

After two or three minutes, the music stops and each one catches or picks up the balloon nearest to them. They read the value on the balloon, and the facilitator explains that this value is a gift for you from a special friend.

All are asked to sit for a few moments to reflect on the value they have received, and why it is of importance / significance to them.

**Materials:** Balloons, marker pens

**Time:** 10 – 15 minutes
In this module, participants explore how Ubuntu values, especially forgiveness, tolerance, openness and understanding—and principles such as the use of consensus in problem solving, and listening while reserving judgment—can contribute to preventing and resolving conflict.

Discussion

According to his or her knowledge and experience, the facilitator may wish to describe traditional courts such as the ‘Ndaba’ or ‘Lekgotla’ in South Africa, and the ‘Gacaca’ courts of Rwanda, where conflicts are resolved by bringing together opposing parties and encouraging mutual understanding, forgiveness and reconciliation; or to discuss the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) of South Africa which aimed to heal the wounds caused by apartheid.

The group may wish to discuss other methods of conflict resolution and/or prevention, based on similar principles to Ubuntu, found in other cultures.

Below are some suggested themes for discussion which aim to draw out Ubuntu principles and values. (Please note: some of the stories and discussions that arise may evoke emotional responses from participants. Empathy and sensitive handling may be required.)

- ‘I exist because you exist’, therefore your joy is my joy, your pain is my pain, your crime is our crime (it is a wound on the community that needs to be healed with the help of all concerned)
- reconciliation through the values of empathy, compassion and forgiveness
- restorative justice (a term used during the TRC) versus punitive justice
- pardon versus punishment; tolerance rather than revenge
- cooperation versus competition
- covenant (win–win) versus contract / conditional outcome
- the concept of amnesty but without impunity
- the importance of consensus in decision making
- values-based discipline: can respect and honour replace punishment? (See Annex 2.)
- the qualities of a good leader and his or her role in conflict prevention / resolution (see ‘Connecting with people: Ubuntu leadership values in Oman’).
Creative activities

These activities help develop social skills needed to avoid or resolve conflict.

🌟 Role Play: Forgiveness

Participants stand face to face with a partner, holding hands. Facilitator asks everyone to imagine that they have done something very hurtful to the other, and to feel regret, remorse and compassion. Both look at each other and say in turn, clearly and with feeling: “Please forgive me – I hurt you. I’m sorry. I ask you from my heart to forgive me.”

Next, each one imagines that the other one has done something wrong to you – has really hurt you. Feel the pain / the resentment ... Then from the bottom of your heart, forgive the other person. Both look at each other and say clearly: “It’s OK, I forgive you.”

Then they shake hands or, if culturally appropriate, they give each other a big hug (if not, give yourself a hug)!

“I forgive you”

🌟 Role Play: Reconciliation

After reading or listening to the traditional peacemaking process found in Ubuntu societies (see Annex 1), participants are asked to express their understanding of the process through role play. In groups of 6 to 8, in circles, they imagine a situation where one person in the group has done wrong to another, and find ways together to resolve the situation through encouraging forgiveness and reconciliation between the two.

“Resolving problems through reconciliation”

‘Holding on to the fact that someone has betrayed or deceived us makes us hostage to the anger inside. In fact, we should also help the ones who have deceived us to forget that they have done this to us. When we see the opportunity for forgiveness, we have to help them reduce their pain and suffering, which is the consequence of the earlier actions they took. This is why we need to have forgiveness, love, mercy and compassion. To help someone forget their own misdeeds is the highest form of charity.’

Dadi Janki, Administrative Head, Brahma Kumaris World Spiritual University

‘In Ubuntu societies, reconciliation often follows forgiveness through a gesture that shows willingness to ‘fix the damage’. Thus, if you played in my garden and ruined my plants, then, after admitting it, asking for and receiving forgiveness, you would offer to come and work in my garden and put it right.’

Ms Fatima Dike, South Africa
Active listening skills: the foundation for conflict prevention

This activity enables participants to identify some of the attitudes, values and skills that are required to be a ‘good listener’ and can be used as a starting point to explore the art of effective communication.

Participants sit in two rows facing each other. Each person is opposite a partner. The facilitator gives a name to each row, e.g. the ‘diamonds’ and the ‘stars’. The diamonds are asked to think about and then talk for one minute on a certain topic (e.g. ‘all you know about diamonds’) while the stars listen. The facilitator meanwhile conveys a secret message – that only the stars can see – to ‘Ignore’ their partner. The word ‘IGNORE’ is written boldly on a piece of A4 paper and shown only to the stars (from behind the diamonds’ backs).

Next, the stars think about and talk for a minute to their diamond partners on another topic (e.g. ‘all you know about stars’). This time the facilitator shows a secret message to the diamonds – ‘INTERRUPT’. The process continues, with other subjects of discussion and different negative messages such as ‘CRITICISE’ or ‘GIVE TOO MUCH ADVICE’. The final step consists of both rows having a longer discussion on a mutually interesting topic, e.g. ‘create a new and inspiring project’, and the secret message, this time to both sides, is ‘LISTEN AND DISCUSS WITH RESPECT’.

Participants then get together with the pair next to them (to make groups of four) and share their experiences ... How did it feel to be ignored, interrupted, criticised, given too much advice? And finally ... to be listened to with respect?

Feedback and further discussion in the whole group brings out the importance of understanding other people’s feelings, of ‘putting oneself in their shoes’, and being able to empathise and offer appropriate support. It can also initiate dialogue about how to change one’s own negative attitudes and how to respond to – and not to be influenced by – the negative attitudes of others.

The whole group then compiles a list on a flipchart of ‘DOs’ and ‘DON’Ts’ for good listening and communication, based on their observations and experiences of being on the receiving end of a number of positive and negative attitudes and behaviours! A typical list might include:

**DO**
- Show genuine interest, be attentive, use body language (e.g. nodding, leaning forwards), smile, have good eye contact (according to culture), encourage, empathise (don’t pity), validate the person’s comments

**DON’T**
- Ignore, interrupt, change the subject, speak loudly, give TOO much advice, finish the other person’s sentence, frown, criticise, judge

Note: participants usually find it empowering that they have produced the list of ‘Do’s’ and ‘Don’ts’ themselves (instead of being given a ready-made hand-out).

Materials: 5 sheets of A4 paper displaying clearly-written ‘secret’ instructions

Time: 30 – 40 minutes
MODULE 6

Ubuntu in a better world

In this module participants are guided – through a visualisation exercise – to imagine a better world and to reflect on the values that would exist there – to consider what it would be like to belong to a greater whole, where helping each other is natural and spontaneous.

This process of visualisation enables us to step beyond norms and limitations, to see possibilities and create higher goals.

Creating a vision for the future

The facilitator introduces the benefits of creating a vision, explaining that the greatest achievements in the world begin with a dream or a powerful thought. For example: Martin Luther King had a dream of freedom in America; Mother Teresa envisaged dignity for the dying; while Mahatma Gandhi kept alive the hope for independence in India.

Commentary:

“Imagine that, while we are here together, time is accelerated … our problems are left behind … and we find ourselves in the future world of our dreams … Look around you … Describe this future world … What is the environment like? … What do the buildings look like? … What are the people like? … How do they interact with each other? … with you? … How do you feel? … What are the values that you bring to this world?

Write down your observations and feelings.”

Participants are asked to express their vision in a creative way, through poetry, images or symbols, then to share these with the group.

“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.”

Mrs Eleanor Roosevelt, former First Lady, USA
Creative activities

The Family Tree

This activity is adapted from the ‘Tree of my Life’ in Module 2, and can be used as a group exercise for a school class, family or an organisation.

- It develops creative thinking, self-empowerment and group motivation.
- Participants work together to build consensus, and identify common values and goals.
- It illustrates how values determine a group or a company’s progress and its members’ well-being.

The image of a tree is used as a symbol to represent the future of the group / class / school / organisation / community etc. The facilitator may wish to divide the group into a number of ‘companies’ of 5 or 6 people. Participants choose the type of company they wish to create, and decide jointly what the different parts of the tree symbolise - e.g. the roots could represent the core values that give the company a solid base, while the trunk might be the values behind the company’s vision, the branches stand for the different aspects of its mission, the fruits are its common goals etc.

If the group needs guidance, the facilitator could give a commentary, perhaps to quiet music. He or she might begin by inviting participants to think about how their group or company might be represented by a tree. They are asked to draw an outline of a tree on a large piece of paper, to include a few roots, a trunk and 4 or 5 branches, and to consider the functions of each of these parts (e.g. roots = anchor, trunk = support, branches = growth).

Commentary (facilitator may wish to refer back to Module 2):

“Think of the roots of a tree – they go deep and create the foundation or anchor for the tree to grow … Which value is the foundation of your company’s growth and development? (it could be unity, for example)

Now think about the trunk – it supports the whole tree … Which value(s) supports and gives strength to your company? … (some may choose co-operation, others courage, trust etc.)

The branches represent important areas in your company’s mission … please reflect on what these might be … for example, staff development, quality of service, social responsibility …

Imagine the leaves on your tree … think of some of the things leaves do and give … for example, they produce oxygen, give food, shelter, shade… This symbolises the service your company provides …

What are the values that influence your service?…

Flowers make the tree attractive … what is the special value that YOU bring to the company …
Fruits symbolise the company’s goals ... Which values will help bring success to your company?

Think about what a tree receives ... energy from the sun and rain ... What is the energy that drives your company forward? ... What values does the rain represent? ...

Watch out! There are insects near your tree, ready to eat the leaves, flowers and fruits ... What are the ‘insects’ that might prevent your company from achieving its aims? ... it could be something external, but it could also be negative attitudes or habits of its members ... Be honest!

Luckily, some insecticide is available! ... What can you do as a team, or what value can you use to destroy the insects? ...”

(Someone might choose ‘enthusiasm’ or ‘appreciation’ to eliminate ‘laziness’; another may decide to ‘take out some extra time’ in order to reduce ‘stress’ etc.)

Discussion

After the above reflection, members of each group discuss a common vision and goals for their company / family / class, and combine their ideas into one tree. Each company presents their tree to the main group.

Variation: The House of Ubuntu

This activity can be used instead of the ‘Family Tree’, especially if the ‘Tree of my Life’ activity has already been done in Module 2.

The facilitator simply substitutes the components of a house for the parts of a tree in the above activity. For example, for roots, substitute the foundation of the house; for trunk, substitute walls; for branches – the different rooms; leaves – the garden; flowers – the windows, and so on (please be imaginative!). And don’t forget the central heating or air-conditioning, which could symbolise a good working environment, and the attitudes and values needed to create such an atmosphere.

Instead of ‘insects’, ‘pollution’ or ‘a storm’ could be used to represent the negative attitudes that spoil group cohesion, and for which some sort of ‘protection’ – or positive values – is needed!

The Tree of Humanity: a research project

In many stories, beliefs and legends, a tree is used to symbolise the human family, its branches representing different religions or cultures – separate yet united at the base. Participants (especially if students) could be encouraged to do some research on the tree as a symbol of unity in diversity, focusing on the universal values that unite humanity.
Module 7
Ubuntu in today’s world

In this module the facilitator encourages participants to consider to what extent Ubuntu exists in today’s world. They are asked to think of ways to re-ignite and keep the spirit of Ubuntu alive. The module begins with a revision of the meaning of Ubuntu.

Reflection: the meaning of Ubuntu

Ubuntu has been defined as ‘the belief in a universal bond of sharing that connects all humanity’ or ‘the essence of our humanity’. In short: ‘I exist because you exist’ or ‘I am because we are’.

Commentary:
“After considering the ideas and concepts that have arisen in this workshop, as well as your own reflections, what does Ubuntu mean to you? … How would you define the word Ubuntu? … Please write down your personal definition.” Participants share and discuss their definitions.

Questions for reflection, discussion or debate:

• To what extent does the spirit of Ubuntu still exist in today’s world? Give examples of where it exists and where it may have been lost, referring not only to Africa but the world in general.
• What could be some of the obstacles that make it difficult to keep Ubuntu alive in our hearts and in our communities?
• Suggest some solutions – ways to re-ignite the spirit of Ubuntu (note: This is taken up in more depth in Module 8).

Meditation / reflection accompanied by music

The facilitator chooses a song with words related to the theme: ‘Ubuntu in today’s world’. Recommended songs are given in Annex 3. The facilitator may prefer to select an appropriate song from the local culture. Participants are invited to relax, listen carefully to the words of the song, capture the feelings and reflect on the messages.
In pairs, participants share their experience and understanding of the message within the song, adding their own ideas if they wish.
Creative activity

Ubuntu cake

This activity helps us to reflect on the non-material needs of the world, and to think about how we can contribute to making it a better place. It develops the values of care, compassion, consideration, co-operation and unity; and skills such as planning, consensus building, sharing of tasks, artistic expression and presentation skills.

The facilitator asks the whole group to brainstorm some of the current problems in the world (discussion may lead to the conclusion that the majority of problems stem from a lack of values at some level). Participants are then requested to consider the attitudes and values that are needed in order to help the planet.

“If we were to give a gift to the world in the form of a cake and the ingredients were values, what ingredients would you use? … And in what proportions? … How would you make your cake? …”

In groups of up to five, participants decide on the ingredients and quantities, they invent a recipe, and design and create their cake. A selection of miscellaneous items (see below) is made available to everyone. They are given 20 minutes to complete their cake.

When the time is up, a ‘spokesperson’ for each group presents the cake and reads out the recipe (see example opposite).

If time permits, ‘prizes’ and / or ‘certificates’ may be awarded to each group and every participant, e.g. prizes for the ‘best-decorated’ / ‘most compassionate’ / ‘most creative’ cake, ‘most co-operative cooks’, ‘best recipe’… be imaginative! (Please refer to the ‘Team Building activity, Module 3.)

Materials: Coloured paper and card, marker pens, used decorations, e.g. bits of tinsel, ribbons, scissors, stapler, glue, Sellotape etc.

Time: Approx. 45 minutes

This activity is adapted from ‘The Peace Cake’ in Living Values Activities for Children Ages 8 – 14 (see Resources and references).

Recipe

Ingredients:
4 cups of peace
2 cups of tolerance
3 spoons of generosity
2 spoons of friendship
large drop of forgiveness

Method:
Stir with happiness, bake with love, ice the cake with sweetness and a sprinkling of joy. Add a thousand candles of contentment and set them alight with the spirit of unity!

“'The original idea for this activity was born on a pavement café in Hamburg with my friend Dietrich von Horn in 1985. We were working with a group of students from both countries trying to find a way to help make our world a better place in a simple way that all could contribute in their own language.'

Peter Williams, Principal, Kuwait American School

Children prepare ... ... and present their cake ... a prize for everyone!

A cake with a difference!
In this module the facilitator helps participants to reflect together on ways to apply Ubuntu values and principles in their everyday lives. They create an action plan – both individual and collective.

Ubuntu is about interdependence, inclusiveness, collective effort, giving people confidence in themselves and confidence to help others. Our success is not only about how we succeed, but how we help others succeed.

Reflection and visualisation:
From vision to reality, from thoughts to actions

Commentary: (please allow plenty of time during the pauses)
“Imagine something special that you could do to help make the vision you created (in Module 6) become a reality … not only for yourself but for others too … It could be something you do in your personal life, with friends or family, or in the workplace … Visualise the results or outcome … Reflect on the steps that you will need to take … Which values will you use to help you accomplish your task? …
Please write down your ideas.”

Discussion
Participants share their ideas, then discuss how they could work together to help each other to realise their individual aims. If time permits, the group may wish to create an action plan for a joint project and discuss how this would be implemented and sustained.

Participants could also be asked to do some research on the work of humanitarian organisations, both local and international, e.g. UNICEF, UNFPA, UNHCR, Initiatives of Change International (dedicated to building trust across the world’s divides), ACCENTUS Foundation, Switzerland.

Many famous people dedicate themselves to humanitarian foundations, e.g. the Oprah Winfrey Leadership Academy for Girls, the Roger Federer Foundation, the Barefoot Foundation (Shakira), Raising Malawi (Madonna), Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.

Other leading philanthropists actively contribute to the work of organisations, for example Her Highness Sheikha Mozah of Qatar supports UNESCO and the UN Alliance of Civilizations, Cornelio Sommaruga, former President of the International Committee of the Red Cross, chairs the Geneva International Centre for Humanitarian Demining.

“We cannot all do great things, but we can do small things with great love, and together we can do something wonderful.”

Mother Teresa

“The challenge for UNFPA (United Nations Population Fund) is to help countries as we always have, with no agenda of our own; with sensitivity towards unique cultural values; with an infinite willingness to work with whatever is positive; and with a determination to help countries and people turn universal principles into concrete action.”

Ms. Thoraya Ahmed Obaid, UNFPA Executive Director, UN Under-Secretary-General
Creative activities

These activities help us to focus on and explore our values, put them into practice in daily life, and reflect on the results.

Ubuntu calendar

This activity encourages personal responsibility as well as unity.

The changes we see in ourselves help us realise that we shape our destiny according to how we live our values!

Each participant can create their own personal calendar, or the whole group can make a joint calendar.

The facilitator creates a reflective atmosphere and invites the participants to design a calendar to focus on their ‘Ubuntu’ values during the year, starting from the current month (for example, if this activity is held August, then the value is selected for the month of August).

Each person is asked to pick their ‘value of the month’ at random from a pack of values cards. (A set of cards is provided at the back of this booklet, or you can easily create your own, containing at least 20 cards, with an ‘Ubuntu’ value written on each card, such as: reconciliation, caring, generosity, acceptance, forgiveness, unity, solidarity, hospitality, respect, harmony, empathy, tolerance, compassion, sharing, dignity etc.).

“Bring that value onto your awareness every day in your prayers, meditation or contemplation. Think about it, feel it, use it in your actions and experience the changes in your life. Notice the positive effect on people close to you and on your community when YOU change. In this small way, your life will bring hope and inspiration to many others, and together we can create a better world.”

Participants write the value on their calendar, next to the current month. They then return the value card to the pack and pick another different value for following month.

This activity is excellent for groups, e.g. school classes, the whole school, or other organisations. Each month one person picks a value for the whole group, so that 12 key values for the year are selected (opposite is an example of a calendar that has been completed, with a value for each month of the year). Everyone then practises the same value and can exchange experiences and inspirations during and at the end of that month.

Materials: Pack of values cards (see back of book)

Time: 20 – 30 minutes

Ubuntu questionnaire (see Annex 4)

This light-hearted yet revealing activity helps us to reflect on the extent to which we apply ‘Ubuntu’ values in daily life. The questions may be modified to suit the group.

After participants have completed the questionnaire and calculated their scores, rich discussion could follow.

Of course, recognising our common humanity is only the beginning of our task. Words alone cannot meet the needs of our people. These needs will be met only if we act boldly in the years ahead; and if we understand that the challenges we face are shared, and our failure to meet them will hurt us all.

For we have learned from recent experience that when a financial system weakens in one country, prosperity is hurt everywhere. When a new flu infects one human being, all are at risk. When one nation pursues a nuclear weapon, the risk of nuclear attack rises for all nations. When violent extremists operate in one stretch of mountains, people are endangered across an ocean. When innocents in Bosnia and Darfur are slaughtered, that is a stain on our collective conscience. That is what it means to share this world in the 21st Century. That is the responsibility we have to one another as human beings.

Barack Obama, President, United States of America
In this module the facilitator may wish to ask the participants for their evaluation and feedback, before drawing the workshop to a close with the aid of a reflective activity.

Feedback

The facilitator asks participants to sit in a circle, reflect back on the whole workshop, and bring to mind a word or short phrase that summarises their experiences. After a minute’s reflection, in silence or to music, each person in turn shares their feedback.

“I had been teaching for some time at an international school in Kenya, and finally the day of departure had arrived. I’d said goodbye to my colleagues and expatriate friends, and was packing the last of my belongings when there was a gentle knock at the door. I wasn’t expecting anyone. I opened the door and there in front of me was a queue of people who had come to say goodbye. There was the old lady from the local market who used to keep the best mangos aside for me, there was Philip who had helped in the house, then the young girl to whom I used to pass down my old clothes, and the two little boys who loved to climb the tree in the garden; there was the dear old Masai gentleman whom I would wave to every day on my way to school, Alice the school cleaner who had helped me to learn Swahili, and several more. I’d assumed that I would never see these people again. Each one in turn held my hand in theirs, looked at me with moist eyes and said such things as, “May you always be happy,” “May God go with you,” “May your life be blessed.” I was speechless, a large lump in my throat, and tears in my eyes, as I recognised and accepted their true, unconditional and heartfelt friendship.

Whether they still remember me or not, I shall never forget the invisible gift they gave me.”

Helen Sayers

“My life belongs to the whole community and as long as I live it is my privilege to do for it whatever I can. For the harder I work the more I live. I rejoice in life for its own sake. Life is no brief candle to me. It’s a sort of splendid torch which I have got to hold up for the moment and I want to make it burn as brightly as possible before handing it on to future generations.”

Mfunisewa John Bhengu, author, South Africa

(from Ubuntu: The Global Philosophy for Humankind, 2007: p293)

In South Africa, ‘Hamba kahle’ means ‘Go well’. The reply, ‘Sala kahle’, means ‘Stay well’.

Young artists with René Alemao, ‘Values through Art’ trainer dedicated to helping children from all backgrounds to regain their dignity, creativity and happiness. Goree Island, Senegal
Creative activities

These activities can be used to bring the workshop to a close, cementing friendships, creating feelings of unity, joy, togetherness and good wishes for each other.

🌟 Visible and invisible friends revealed!

The activity described in Module 1 can be completed here.

Participants sit in a circle and the facilitator asks one person at random (A) to come into the middle of the circle and tell the group something positive that he or she has observed in his visible friend (B) – meanwhile all are guessing who it can be! A then goes to person B and shakes hands or gives a hug. B then comes into the middle of the circle, talks about a few qualities he or she has seen in his visible friend (C) and then reveals C’s identity.

This continues till all friends have been revealed, with much joy and laughter!

🌟 Farewell and expression of appreciation

The facilitator invites participants to say goodbye to each other without speaking. They move around to music, mixing with each other at random, stopping from time to time to ‘say goodbye’ to the person in front of them – through the eyes and from the heart – acknowledging that person’s special qualities.

**Variations:**

- Continuing the exercise above, participants could be asked to give silent ‘blessings’ or ‘good wishes’ to each other, transmitting their sincere feelings for one another. At the end, everyone shares how they felt, and what they ‘received’ from the others.

- Participants create ‘farewell cards’ (see ‘visiting cards’, Module 1).

🌟 Closing ceremony: Congratulations!

Participants stand in two rows with an ‘aisle’ or ‘corridor’ between them. The facilitator, and a special guest who has been invited to present certificates of attendance, stand at one end.

A person’s name is called. That person goes to the other end of the rows and walks slowly down the aisle. Each participant whispers a brief message or blessing in the person’s ear as he or she passes (it can be a value the participant has seen in him, or a good wish for the future). When the person reaches the end of the aisle, he or she is presented with a certificate!

This activity is very effective when done in silence – except for the whispered messages!
UBUNTU: A UNIVERSAL TRUTH
The article below, written by Mr Saleh Abdullah Alkhamyasi, a journalist from Oman, tells us about the annual Royal ‘meet-the-people’ tour, where His Majesty Sultan Qaboos Bin Said travels throughout the Sultanate to consult directly with his subjects in open-air gatherings, gaining first-hand knowledge of their conditions, assessing their needs, and reviewing and following up in person the implementation of national plans to secure the welfare of the people.

The article illustrates the universal nature of Ubuntu and highlights leadership values.

“The annual meet-the-people tour has become one of the unique fingerprints of His Majesty Sultan Qaboos Bin Said’s leadership style. It is a journey of sacrifice and commitment. It is managing by setting a role model example.

His Majesty Sultan Qaboos, who devoted his whole life for Oman and its people, leaves behind the luxurious life of the palaces in such self denial gesture to meet his people in remote areas of Oman. His Majesty’s annual meet-the-people tour has become an event which is eagerly awaited not only by the Omani citizens rather by other residents as well. It is a moment of joy and warm reception between a beloved leader and his loving people in an indescribable epic. It is a breathtaking scene to watch all the people irrespective of their age, sex and status line up to greet their leader reciting their poems, chanting folk songs and performing numerous traditional dances to celebrate the arrival of their leader among them.

‘Although based on the traditional Omani ‘Majlis’ (Majlis = a hall where people meet, greet and discuss), the annual ‘meet-the-people’ tours conducted by His Majesty Sultan Qaboos Bin Said reflect contemporary Omani society.

In his speeches, His Majesty reflects on important issues facing society, drawing particular attention to the role of the family, women, sustainable development and environmental protection, while reaffirming friendly relations – peaceful co-existence – with other nations.

A significant contribution to the remarkable development seen throughout the Sultanate of Oman is the result of recommendations and grants that come forward during each of the annual tours, and the careful way they are implemented, evaluated and followed up, under the constant guidance of His Majesty.’

Mrs Lakshmi Kothaneth, broadcaster and journalist from India, living in Oman for 15 years.
The annual meet-the-people tour has become an effective follow-up technique. It is an evaluation approach to the process of development. During the tour His Majesty the Sultan is accompanied by numerous ministers who are instructed by His Majesty to explore the various needs of the people at the respective Wilayats (districts) on which the Royal Caravan lands. Their Excellencies the ministers in turn conduct field visits where they meet with government officials and citizens so that they can constructively study the matters of concern, each on his or her respective portfolio.

It is a fascinating scene to see their Excellencies the ministers perform folk-dances hand-in-hand with their fellow citizens. Such moments portray a unique and people-friendly political culture.

The open air atmosphere sets the participative style of leadership in motion. It illuminates the genuine traits of His Majesty the Sultan’s leadership. The paternal touch is clearly depicted in His Majesty in dialogue with the Sheikhs, dignitaries and fellow citizens: the high level of empathy, the effective listening, the constructive communication, not to mention the wide knowledge and being abreast with the ongoing issues around the globe and its implications on our environment. After all, the entire world has become a global village.

His Majesty’s meet-the-people tour has become a forum where issues of social and economic concerns are subjected to scientific research and general consensus. During such gatherings, many issues are subjected to constructive dialogue, from the employment of national manpower to sustainable development of the agriculture sector and many others to come.

His Majesty the Sultan’s approach of thinking globally and acting locally is well attuned with the peculiarity of the Omani versatile culture and deep seated heritage. Such an open parliament gives a lot of room for listening to the varying opinions before forming the final conceptual frame. Listening to His Majesty’s discussion on issues such as water, tourism, the ramifications of the information era and the wind of globalisation to his people, irrespective of their educational background, and his way of simplifying such issues so that they all can grasp it is by all means the thread which has maintained such effective and healthy interaction.

Such a practical and traditional based concept draws its roots from the Islamic concept of Shuwra (consultation) and reinforces its viability from the traditions of Omani Sablah – a lobby where Omanis gather to share opinions on matters of mutual concern. Therefore, no wonder that such a unique leadership technique attracts many researchers to put it under the microscope of their scientific research, in order to cross examine it with modern political theories and contemporary thoughts.

May almighty Allah bestow our beloved leader with health and shower him with grace and guidance so that Oman remains an oasis of peace and tranquillity.

Saleh Abdullah Alkhamyasi, Oman
Although the concept has its roots in Africa, ‘Ubuntu is a universal truth, a universal way of life’ (Nelson Mandela). In this article, the author suggests that the vision of HRH The Prince of Wales, and the principles, approach and activities carried out by The Prince’s Trust have Ubuntu values at their heart.

The Prince’s Trust, the UK’s leading youth charity

There are more than one million young people in the UK who are not in education, employment or training. The Prince’s Trust focuses its efforts on those people who need our help the most, giving practical and financial support, helping to develop skills, confidence and motivation, enabling young people to move into work, education or training.

Through the goodwill and dedication of over 700 staff and 7,000 volunteers across the UK and a network of supporting individuals and organisations, the Trust offers a range of opportunities to disadvantaged young people, including training, personal development, business start-up support, mentoring and advice.

Programmes to change young lives:
The Trust supported 40,000 young people in 2008, through programmes such as:

• The Trust Volunteers programme, a 12-week personal development programme (including personal challenge, outdoors activity teamwork, and community care);
• opportunities for travel and exploration in Europe; and a programme in partnership with Voluntary Service Overseas to provide six month-long international opportunities;
• residential music school;
• grants for young people to develop their own projects in the local community.

Research: the views and aspirations of young people

Young people are often ‘provided for’ or ‘done to’ according to what adults think they need, but are rarely listened to. Through a number of research studies, The Prince’s Trust tries to find out what young people in the UK really need – by asking them exactly what they worry about and hope for, and listening to what they say about their lives.

One such study focused on youth affected by three key issues: parenting (often single-handed), offending (and those ‘at risk’ of offending) and unemployment.

‘When I founded The Prince’s Trust in 1976, I wanted to offer a lifeline to all of those young people that society had left behind. It struck me that there was a huge amount of potential that lay untapped, leaving young people without motivation and direction, and communities without hope for the future. I wanted in some small way to do something practical to enable young people to discover and to fulfil their own particular potential.’

HRH Prince Charles, the Prince of Wales, founder and president, The Prince’s Trust
It was found that much of what the young people have to say challenges media stereotypes around disadvantaged youth. Many feel ‘labeled’ and pre-judged because of their environment, ethnic background, past record or status. Despite the negative messages and images they’re fighting, young people generally have positive attitudes and aspirations, and want a place in society.

For example, young fathers feel great love and responsibility for their children, young mothers feel able to cope with and enjoy motherhood, and most unemployed young people want to work, but lack positive adult role models to motivate them.

This research also showed that many of the young people most alienated from society – who face huge challenges and problems in their life – feel that nobody listens to, understands or respects them. Many distrust authority and are heavily influenced by their peers. But most expressed a desire for someone to guide them – ‘mentors’ who are on their wavelength.

Another study confirmed that the ability to make their own choices is of great importance to 14-25 year olds. They want to be provided with sufficient information to make their own decisions and resent being told what is best for them. At each life stage they perceive that they encounter a system that seeks to ‘direct’ rather than ‘engage’.

According to one young person: “What I don’t understand is why people didn’t help me earlier. When I left school at 13, why did they let me ‘disappear’? Nobody asked me why? The courts are too busy to ask….Just listening can mean the world. People like me are told what to do; not asked.”

The Prince’s Trust seeks to understand the views and hopes of these young people and to find ways to connect with them, such as through their passions – music, fashion and sport. “We run programmes that encourage young people to take responsibility for themselves – helping them build the life they choose rather than the one they’ve ended up with.”

Parallels with Ubuntu values and principles

The Trust’s approach to addressing young people’s needs illustrates a key aspect of Ubuntu philosophy: “I am human because I belong, I participate, I share... a person is a person through other persons ... my humanity is caught up, bound up, inextricably, with yours.” (Reverend Desmond Tutu).

The Trust works to help marginalised / disadvantaged young people integrate themselves into society with dignity, creativity and a sense of purpose – not just for the sake of the young people themselves, but so that the community as a whole can experience togetherness and peaceful co-existence.

Listening, understanding, seeing the highest potential in others, empowering good behaviour, rather than criticising and punishing the bad, and arriving at solutions together which address material, emotional and social needs – these values and principles resonate with Ubuntu principles of consensus building, seeking ‘win-win’ solutions, and of sharing not only our resources but our joys and problems too.

If we look at the Prince’s work, although he does not talk about Ubuntu, his work shows how leaders with values and a desire to develop those in the community can be seen to mirror aspects of Ubuntu that are referred to in this resource book. The work of The Prince’s Trust shows how the community, given the opportunity to develop its strengths, can achieve so much for those who particularly need its support. The philosophy of Ubuntu, supporting the individual for the betterment of the whole, is reflected in the approach of The Prince’s Trust, showing how communities, education and business can work together to provide a better future for all.

Shelagh Moore, educator, UK
“I was in Holloway Prison, serving a sentence of six years,” recalls Gina Moffat, mother of seven-year-old twins.

“… it doesn’t only affect you, it affects your family, your friends … like you are a big disappointment … you lose everything, you lose the confidence you bad.

The Prince’s Trust literally picked me up…from prison.

There were about 533 girls in the prison and so I thought, “Wouldn’t it be great if one of the girls was to be a florist for the prison!” With the help of Prince’s Trust Business Mentor Neville Cohen, Gina Moffat wrote a business plan and was consequently awarded a loan.

“She started from a position of zero,” says Neville Cohen, “she couldn’t have started from a worse position – getting the business off the ground in the prison itself and then moving it from within the prison to outside.”

James Caan, entrepreneur, philanthropist and ‘Dragon’s Den’ panelist, is also full of praise for Gina’s efforts. “She’s got belief, she’s got drive, she’s got determination. It’s not just about money. They need to feel important and valued. That’s where the Prince’s Trust has had a remarkable effect on her success.”

Ms Moffat now runs a successful florist business in London. “I can now look people in the face and say, ‘This is what I’ve done!’ People from the prison system come and work with me on day release — I’m able to help others and put something back into the community. I enjoy that.”

“We say it’s a concept that’s present in Africa. I believe it is present in all human beings if it is allowed to thrive and prosper. It is the spirit of sharing.”

Mrs. Nozizwe Madlala-Routledge, former Deputy Minister of Health, South Africa

‘... nothing could give me greater reward or satisfaction than to see people’s lives transformed and turned around, particularly young offenders and others who having been through a programme that we’re able to provide for them, can go on to be team leaders and inspire others. Very often we’ve found that the people who are the most difficult actually become the best leaders.’

HRH the Prince of Wales, launching Youth Week, Beckton Community Centre, London, November 2008
APPENDICES
The article below is adapted from Practical Peacemaking Wisdom from Africa: Reflections on ‘Ubuntu’, by Tim Murithi (see Resources and references).

Ubuntu societies place a high value on communal life, and maintaining positive relations within the society is a collective task in which everyone is involved.

... In the context of the Ubuntu societies found in southern Africa, particularly among the Xhosa, disputes would be resolved through an institution known as the inkundla / lekgotla which served as a group mediation and reconciliation forum. This inkundla / lekgotla forum was communal in character in the sense that the entire society was involved at various levels in trying to find a solution to a problem which was viewed as threatening the social cohesion of the community. In principle the proceedings would be led by a Council of Elders and the Chief or, if the disputes were larger, by the King himself. The process of ascertaining wrongdoing and finding a resolution included family members related to the victims and perpetrators, including women and the young.

The mechanism therefore allowed members of the public to share their views and to generally make their opinions known. The larger community could thus be involved in the process of conflict resolution. In particular, members of the society had the right to put questions to the victims, perpetrators and witnesses as well as to put suggestions to the Council of Elders on possible ways forward. The Council of Elders, in its capacity as an intermediary, had an investigative function and it also played an advisory role to the Chief. By listening to the views of the members of the society, the Council of Elders could advise on solutions which would promote reconciliation between the aggrieved parties and thus maintain the overall objective of sustaining the unity and cohesion of the community.

“I don’t think that in moving forward into the modern world we should leave behind those values that were critical to our existence.”

Mrs Nozizwe Madlala-Routledge, South Africa
The actual process involved five key stages:

- firstly, after a fact-finding process where the views of victims, perpetrators and witnesses were heard, the perpetrators – if considered to have done wrong – would be encouraged, both by the Council and other community members in the inkundl lekgotla forum, to acknowledge responsibility or guilt.

- secondly, perpetrators would be encouraged to demonstrate genuine remorse or to repent.

- thirdly, perpetrators would be encouraged to ask for forgiveness and victims in their turn would be encouraged to show mercy.

- fourthly, where possible and at the suggestion of the Council of Elders, perpetrators would be required to pay an appropriate compensation or reparation for the wrong done. (This was often more symbolic than a repayment in kind, with the primary function of reinforcing the remorse of the perpetrators.) Amnesty could thus be granted, but not with impunity.

- the fifth stage would seek to consolidate the whole process by encouraging the parties to commit themselves to reconciliation. This process of reconciliation tended to include the victim and his or her family members and friends, as well as the perpetrator and his or her family members and friends. Both groups would be encouraged to embrace co-existence and to work towards healing the relationship between them and thus contribute towards restoring harmony within the community, which was vital in ensuring the integrity and viability of the society. The act of reconciliation was vital in that it symbolised the willingness of the parties to move beyond the psychological bitterness that had prevailed in the minds of the parties during the conflict situation.

... The wisdom of this process lies in the recognition that it is not possible to build a healthy community at peace with itself unless past wrongs are acknowledged and brought out into the open, so that the truth of what happened can be determined and social trust renewed through a process of forgiveness and reconciliation. A community in which there is no trust is ultimately not viable and gradually begins to tear itself apart. With reference to the notion of ‘I am because we are’ and that of a person being a person through other people, the above process emphasises drawing upon these Ubuntu values when faced with the difficult challenge of acknowledging responsibility and showing remorse, or of granting forgiveness.
The article below was written by Jonathan Kuma Gavi, M. Phil., graduate teaching assistant, Department of Psychology, University of Ghana.

One day, ten years into my career as a primary school teacher in Ghana, while having my usual morning reflection, I found myself faced with the questions: How successful have you been as a teacher? What kind of relationship are you building between you and your pupils? What makes you different from the children you teach?

After a candid self appraisal, deep soul searching and a long sober reflection, I came to the conclusion that I could have done far better than I had done and that my relationship with my pupils had been too authoritative, if not autocratic – in fact my pupils were until this time not able to approach me easily. I was feared as a strict disciplinarian. I also got enlightened that the only difference between me and my pupils is that I happen to be older than them and that if we were all age mates, considering what some of them were able to do at their present age, many of them could have been well ahead of me in some aspects of life’s achievements.

This was the turning point in my teaching career. I resolved to take each of my pupils as a personal friend, correct their mistakes with love, and treat them with respect as one would treat a colleague. Above all I resolved firmly never to use the cane to discipline the children. Caning used to be widely used (thankfully things are changing) to control and keep order in the classroom, but it actually only subdues the children through fear. As the children later confided in me, it simply creates enmity and anger in the child against whoever is using it. A boy told me he insults his father in his mind (he dare not do it verbally) whenever he canes him.

However, it soon became hard to control the difficult children without resorting back to the cane, and I was becoming helpless in controlling aggressive behaviour. A particular problem concerned the boys beating or kicking the girls. Just admonishing and talking to the boys was yielding no results. I then decided to use the traditional values of respect and honour to bring about a change. One day a girl came to complain to me that one of the boys had kicked her. After thoroughly questioning the boy, it became clear that the girl’s only ‘offence’ had been that she had crossed over the
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ANNEX 2

Resolving conflict and maintaining discipline: values in action

The article below was written by Jonathan Kuma Gavi, M. Phil., graduate teaching assistant, Department of Psychology, University of Ghana.

One day, ten years into my career as a primary school teacher in Ghana, while having my usual morning reflection, I found myself faced with the questions: How successful have you been as a teacher? What kind of relationship are you building between you and your pupils? What makes you different from the children you teach?

After a candid self appraisal, deep soul searching and a long sober reflection, I came to the conclusion that I could have done far better than I had done and that my relationship with my pupils had been too authoritative, if not autocratic – in fact my pupils were until this time not able to approach me easily. I was feared as a strict disciplinarian. I also got enlightened that the only difference between me and my pupils is that I happen to be older than them and that if we were all age mates, considering what some of them were able to do at their present age, many of them could have been well ahead of me in some aspects of life’s achievements.

This was the turning point in my teaching career. I resolved to take each of my pupils as a personal friend, correct their mistakes with love, and treat them with respect as one would treat a colleague. Above all I resolved firmly never to use the cane to discipline the children. Caning used to be widely used (thankfully things are changing) to control and keep order in the classroom, but it actually only subdues the children through fear. As the children later confided in me, it simply creates enmity and anger in the child against whoever is using it. A boy told me he insults his father in his mind (he dare not do it verbally) whenever he canes him.

However, it soon became hard to control the difficult children without resorting back to the cane, and I was becoming helpless in controlling aggressive behaviour. A particular problem concerned the boys beating or kicking the girls. Just admonishing and talking to the boys was yielding no results. I then decided to use the traditional values of respect and honour to bring about a change. One day a girl came to complain to me that one of the boys had kicked her. After thoroughly questioning the boy, it became clear that the girl’s only ‘offence’ had been that she had crossed over the
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It’s not a mystery; it’s something plain and simple. We are human beings and we should feel with each other and feel for each other. This is Ubuntu – that I must do to other people what I want other people to do to me…that I am a human being because of other human beings around me.

... Ubuntu is nothing more or less than compassion brought into colourful practice.

Vusamazulu Credo Mutwa,
traditional healer and author,
South Africa
part of playground where the boys were playing football. I asked the boy whether he agreed with me that his action was unacceptable and therefore punishable. He nodded his head in agreement.

By this time a small group of the children had gathered around us. I then asked the girl if she would forgive the boy if he would apologise to her. She said yes.

Contrary to all their expectations, I asked the boy if he would kneel down and apologise to the girl by saying: “Please my lady, I am sorry. I will not kick you again.” (In my community it is very uncommon for a man to be asked to kneel down before a woman to apologise to her, as the man is considered the head - and my boys know this only too well!) Just as I expected, he was reluctant to apologise in this manner. However, he mumbled an apology – but omitted ‘my lady’. I insisted that he apologise properly. He did. Apparently, the girls were very happy, but not the boys. Their pride had been deeply hurt.

A week later, the boys in the class came to discuss the apology issue with me. Their spokesperson was emphatic that they did not like the new arrangement and would prefer being caned to kneeling down in front of the girls. The following day, I organised a class discussion for all parties (the boys, girls and myself) to make our stands clear. During the discussion, I explained to both sides that it was important for all of us to treat each other with respect, love and fairness. I also got the boys to understand that the girls feel hurt and dehumanised when kicked like an animal, just as they feel humiliated kneeling down to the girls. At the end we all came to one agreement and we were able to design a set of rules and regulations that govern conduct both in and out of class.

I must point out that the process was not as smooth and easy as it sounds here, but in the end, through patience, the strong will to succeed and persistence, I was able to establish a disciplined class without using the cane. A wonderful cordial interpersonal relationship was also engendered, creating the open climate in the classroom that was needed for effective teaching and learning to take place.
ANNEX 3

Songs with an Ubuntu message

Lucinda Drayton: War no More

Walk in my shoes,
and I’ll walk in yours.
Drink from my cup,
and I’ll share from yours.
See through my eyes,
and I’ll look through yours.
Feel with my skin,
I’ll let you in,
and no more we’ll war, no more.
No more we’ll war.
Know through my heart,
all that I am.
Peel back the layers
of woman and man.
Walk with my God,
the same one as yours.
Feel with my skin,
I’ll let you in,
and no more we’ll war, no more.
No more we’ll war.
Care for my child
and I’ll cherish yours.
Acknowledge my history,
and I’ll honour yours.
Know that my hopes and dreams
are just like your own.
Feel with my skin,
I’ll let you in,
and no more we’ll war, no more.
No more we’ll war.

The Hollies: He ain’t Heavy

The road is long
With many a winding turn
That leads us to who knows where
Who knows where
But I’m strong
Strong enough to carry him
He ain’t heavy, he’s my brother
So on we go
His welfare is of my concern
No burden is he to bear
We’ll get there
For I know
He would not encumber me
He ain’t heavy, he’s my brother
If I’m laden at all
I’m laden with sadness
That everyone’s heart
Isn’t filled with the gladness
Of love for one another
It’s a long, long road
From which there is no return
While we’re on the way to there
Why not share
And the load
Doesn’t weigh me down at all
He ain’t heavy he’s my brother
He’s my brother
He ain’t heavy, he’s my brother.

Michael Jackson: Heal the World

There’s a place in your heart
And I know that it is love
And this place could be much
Brighter than tomorrow.
And if you really try
You’ll find there’s no need to cry
In this place you’ll feel
There’s no hurt or sorrow.
There are ways to get there
If you care enough for the living
Make a little space, make a better place.
Chorus:
Heal the world
Make it a better place
For you and for me and the entire human race
There are people dying
If you care enough for the living
Make a better place for
You and for me.
If you want to know why
There’s a love that cannot lie
Love is strong
It only cares for joyful giving,
If we try we shall see
In this bliss we cannot feel
Fear or dread
We stop existing and start living
Then it feels that always
Love’s enough for us growing
Make a better world, make a better world.
Chorus: Heal the world etc.
And the dream we would conceived in
Will reveal a joyful face
And the world we once believed in
Will shine again in grace
Then why do we keep strangling life
Wound this earth, crucify its soul
Though it’s plain to see, this world is heavenly
Be God’s glow.
We could fly so high
Let our spirits never die
In my heart I feel
You are all my brothers
Create a world with no fear
Together we’ll cry happy tears
See the nations turn
Their swords into plowshares
We could really get there
If you cared enough for the living
Make a little space to make a better place.
Chorus: Heal the world etc.
# Annex 4

## Ubuntu questionnaire

A light-hearted activity to help us reflect on the extent to which we apply ‘Ubuntu’ values in daily life (please feel free to modify and adapt).

### Instructions

- Respond quickly (Yes or No) to each of the situations below according to how you think you would act. Don’t think too much!
- Add up the total number of ‘Yes’ scores and see the interpretation below.
- Reflect on the values and ‘anti-values’ that might apply in each situation.
- Discuss your ideas with others (this can be either a whole group or small discussion).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Yes/No</th>
<th>Value and antivalue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. At the station, I come cross a person who is crying. I pass to the other side so as not to get caught up in his or her problems.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. If I come across two friends in conflict, I join the stronger one in order to calm the weaker one.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. When I walk in the countryside, I crush any little creatures that I find a nuisance.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. When I arrive late at a meeting, I pretend that the bus was late or the traffic was bad, knowing that the other participants would not be able to verify if it was true.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I accompany a group of young people on a walk in the mountains and a watchdog runs out. I run to the back of the group in order not to be bitten first.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. I arrive first at the car park. Somebody emerges from nowhere and takes the place I was about to enter. I insist that they leave.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. I obtain a distinction of merit in my work. I send an e-mail to everyone to say that I am the best.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. A friend is hospitalised. Instead of offering to look after his children and going to visit, I send a letter of excuse.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. My favourite vase was broken in my absence. I question everyone until I find the guilty person.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. In the evening news, I hear that a train crashed killing 200 people in a remote country. I change channel because I do not like to see horrible scenes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. I am assigned the task of selecting the candidates for a post. I put the files of my good acquaintances at the top of the pile.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. An old person arrives in a crammed bus in which I am comfortably sitting. I divert my glance as if unaware.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Some new technology, likely to improve the lot of my family and close relations, is proposed. I praise and congratulate the person who made the proposal and wait for the fruits.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. At the office, there is some work, which is not my actual assignment, that needs to be quickly completed for the benefit of the company. I leave it to those whose department is concerned with the task and get on with my own work.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results and interpretations (not to be taken too seriously!)

- If you scored between 7 and 14 ‘Y’ scores, please study the philosophy of Ubuntu further!
- If you scored between 3 and 6 ‘Y’ scores you are well on the path of personal wisdom. Keep improving!
- If you scored less than 3 ‘Y’ scores you have a lot of treasures to transmit to others. You already have Ubuntu, maybe without your knowing!

Designed by Joseph Martin Masabo, lecturer and trainer, environmental sciences, University of Geneva, Switzerland. Originally from Burundi, Joseph is a founding member of the Ubuntu Centre, Geneva.
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Ubuntu cards (these may be copied onto thick paper to make a set of cards)

- Openness
- Harmony
- Sharing
- Compassionate
- Reconciliation
- Co-operative
- Appreciative
- Courageous
- Dignified
- Solidarity
- Generous
- Acceptance
- Gentle
- Forging
- Happy
... UBUNTU. It is part of the gift that Africa will give the world. It speaks to the very essence of being human. When we want to give high praise to someone we say, ‘Yu, u nobuntu’: he or she has Ubuntu. This means that they are generous, hospitable, friendly, caring and compassionate. They share what they have and are able to go the extra mile for the sake of others. I am human because I belong, I participate, I share. A person with Ubuntu is open and available to others, affirming of others, does not feel threatened that others are able and good; for he or she has a proper self-assurance that comes with knowing that he or she belongs in a greater whole. We believe that a person is a person through other persons, that my humanity is caught up, bound up, inextricably, with yours. The solitary human being is a contradiction in terms and therefore when I dehumanize you, I inexorably dehumanize myself.”

Reverend Desmond Tutu, Nobel Peace Laureate